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Abstract—The paper analyzes the necessity of general education in the applied talents training, the problem about the general course in newly-built undergraduate colleges is analyzed, the reform ideas of teaching curriculum in general education come forward, the direction of course teaching in newly-built undergraduate colleges.
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I. INTRODUCTION

General education is one of the important part of the applied talents training, has unique role in cultivating college students' all-round development. He Qinsi, a former rector of university of Chicago said: "If there is no general education, we should not be able to construct a good university." Pan Mao-yuan, Founder of China's higher education pointed out application-oriented talents is not study with applying theoretical knowledge, on the contrary, application-oriented talents not only play a role in application of knowledge but also had a profound effect in theory to develop innovation and applied research aspects.

In today's rapid development of information technology, contending of all kinds of values, peripheral discipline, fuzzy disciplines emerge in endlessly, all kinds of environment, population, resources and cultural conflict problem appeared, but a single subject cannot solve the complex problems. the key problems of new-built undergraduate college is be healthy and continued development with analyzing the problems of implement general education in new-built undergraduate colleges and exploring for effective solution of teaching general curriculums in new-built undergraduate colleges.

A. General education

In 1829, Packard, a professor in United States, put forward the concept of general education and thought that general education is teaching of knowledge to student before studying professional knowledge. General education is to give students wider knowledge, a wider field of vision. General education is defined as that the part of education was focus on the students in their whole education as a citizen for the first time in Harvard University. General education contains a natural science, social science and humanities knowledge, achieves ascension the thinking ability of the students through training their thinking of logical, imagination and critical thinking. Chris Kaman, a professor of Columbia College, thinks that general education is a kind of education to provide the behavior of the common core knowledge, motivation and attitude.

The hawthorne, Joan AnNiKe its and Thomas Dean found through the survey that students get to know general education being as the important foundation of professional education and teachers have been general education as a part of professional education. Columbia University use core general education, general courses are divided into several different ways for students to study in Massachusetts institute of technology. Foreign universities usually choose high levels professor to teach general education and curriculum teaching assistant with doctoral and master's graduate students and usually choose small-class teaching, classical reading and deep discussion in teaching method.

General education played a unique role of university undergraduate education in the United States, General education was the basic component of the alternative complement with professional education each other in the system of undergraduate education, General education had been unprecedented consolidated and strengthened in American university education through constant development.

B. New-built undergraduate colleges

Since 21st century, the famous universities in the domest had establish general education elective courses, "Yuan Pei" plan of Peking University was begin in 2001 , Tsinghua university, Fudan university, Nanjing university, zhejiang university, Huazhong university of science and technology, Shanghai jiaotong university, wuhan university, Sun Yat-sen university were stepping into queue of general education practice mode, implemented a solid foundation for general education in our country. To improve the capacity of college students and graduate employment problem the personnel training quality in common colleges and universities at present situation, many experts and scholars have conducted a lot of exploration and research related to general education.

---

1 The research was sponsored by the science research projects of education department in Shaanxi provincial government (Project No. 16JK2078) and key project of education department in Shaanxi provincial government (Project No.13BZ69).
According to data display in 2016, the number of colleges established newly undergraduate have reached 463 in China, close to half of the country's ordinary undergraduate colleges and universities. Newly established undergraduate colleges have become an important member to solve the problem of difficulty to go to College. college established newly undergraduate became the half of the country's ordinary undergraduate colleges and universities. Newly established undergraduate colleges have become more prominent. Although part of new local colleges set up general education curriculum, there is not conducive to implement of general education in ideology, system environment, teaching method, content management, curriculum, training, applied talents, the teach quality of general education still need Constantly improve.

- General education is conducive to cultivate talents of comprehensive qualities and good personality. General education is not only to teach students how to do things, but also to teach them how to be human and to cultivate the full meaning of people. The characteristics of the so-called "full sense of the word" of is comprehensive application of much ability such as respect and fear of life, a taste of life and thinking, the choice of values and the pursuit of life. General education is the starting point to respect and satisfy the essential needs of human beings and to promote the long-term development of human beings. Therefore, it's fair to say that general education is to cultivate the kind of person who can work hard and have a big life goal.

- General education is conducive to cultivate the innovative ability of applied talents. Early specialization education in college can easily lead to restrain of students' vision and thinking. According to Training requirements of thick foundation and wide caliber in application-oriented talents, the knowledge structure of general education focus on cultivating students' good thinking and methodology, and emphasize knowledge integration and expand their field of vision, which helps to build good knowledge structure of application-oriented talents.

General education can cultivate their ability of active learning through students’ curiosity. The students have the good cultural quality through cultivating of the solid foundation knowledge study and the psychological quality, which is also the basic requirement of application-oriented talents.

- The problem analysis of General education.According to the requirements of the documents, guidance of the transition on ordinary undergraduate colleges issued by the ministry of education, the national development and reform commission, ministry of finance, the newly built undergraduate colleges have joined to the array of transformation on training application-oriented talents, colleges of the transformation development actively explore double type teacher training, promote college tutor system and the enterprise training of young teachers, the purpose is to train more application-oriented talents for the society. General education has important significance for training application-oriented talents, the general education curriculums in the newly-built undergraduate colleges cannot get attention, the reason is due to the limitations of knowledge and practice.

General courses lie in an important position in college teaching, the newly built undergraduate colleges should give students enough professional education of humanities and social sciences by their own subject features and pay attention to the cross penetration and links in the liberal arts. But as the deviation of supply and demand in college employment market, the students lack motivation of learning a curriculum, students' learning performance of a curriculum, such as reluctantly, negative and lack of enthusiasm, even as part of the newly built undergraduate colleges in talent-developing plans reduce class time in general education.

- The course system of general education needs to be perfected. Higher education in Chinese overemphasis on science and neglect of arts, lacks of enough recognition in the humanities education, ignores culture of the general education, such as social responsibility, health, the broad mind and the humanities. Equate general education with humanities education, simply
increase literature training course, ignore curriculum system integrity and fusion in general education courses. Even some colleges act in opposition to general education and professional education, general education as non-professional, non-utilitarian education. In fact, connotation and coverage of general education is much wider than professional education, and a small part of general education is the basic part of professional education.

- The results of general educational reform are narrow. At present, the course teaching of general education is still in the scattered stage, the effect of combination boxing is not achieved. The teaching resources development of general education course is also in the simple cooperation stage, and the innovation in the construction of the teaching resource sharing is slow. Under the influence of MOOC and SPOC, improving the teaching effect of general education curriculum has become urgent need, newly built undergraduate colleges have realized the importance of general education curriculum reform, and actively organize teachers to carry out the teaching method innovation and the reform of teaching mode, but some teachers in the study of general educational reform project attaches great importance to the project and ignore the research process.

- **The teaching effect of general courses is not ideal.** With the request of connotation construction and improve the quality, teaching curriculum requirements of the newly-built undergraduate colleges haven't realize the hierarchical classification teaching, even with the teaching mode of different professional in a classroom, the number of students is nearly 200 in a classroom, teaching effect of some general education curriculum is very bad because different students’ ability to receive is different, lack of learning enthusiasm and initiative in a large-scale class teaching.

II. PATH OF GENERAL EDUCATION IN TRAINING APPLICATION-ORIENTED TALENTS

In order to adapt to the needs of the transformation development in newly built college, course construction put forward as the important thing such as optimize the teaching content, innovation of teaching methods, creating a good teaching team, Scientific research promotes classroom teaching and professional development of young teachers, improve the effect of teaching curriculum, trains the student to have a solid theoretical foundation for knowledge, and improve the students' ability to apply knowledge to solve practical problems as the goal.
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**Figure 2.** Solution of training application-oriented talents in general education

A. **Teaching team construction is the key of teaching quality in general education curriculum.**

In the process of training application-oriented talents in newly built undergraduate colleges, the students need teachers with enterprise experience, the rude of teachers team construction is adhere to culture, introduce, borrow wisdom and stability, actively explore the subject head by associate professor, head of teaching curriculum by associate professor and lecturer, the good teaching team with moral cultivation, high teaching level, good scientific research ability is built by the collective lesson preparation, speaking lesson before class and build teaching resources of private cloud network, teachers' comprehensive literacy is promoted by the visiting study, mentoring young teacher credentials the exercise, enterprise excise, scientific quantification assessment.

B. **The curriculum system is the core of general education quality.**

Curriculum construction is the assurance of teaching quality in general education, also an important way to improve the teaching quality of general education curriculum. The newly built college should actively introduce the online open course platform, and invest the funds to encourage young teacher construction of online open courses. Ten projects will be carried out reform and innovation on the curriculum construction, teaching syllabus and teaching materials, knowledge system and teaching content, teaching methods, online open course construction etc.

C. **The teaching model of general education curriculums.**

Talent-developing plans directly determines a high efficiency personnel training specification, new built undergraduate colleges should pay attention to the development and perfection of personnel training programs for question of the current employment market demand, from implementation of the party's education, strengthen the core values education, carry forward noble education, construction teaching content features of general education platform and professional education platform and professional direction module, fully reflecting the teaching content characteristics of basic knowledge, professional knowledge and technical knowledge, strengthen students social responsibility, innovation spirit, practical ability as the key task to the whole process of education and teaching.

The general education adheres to the characteristic teaching mode of the school, adopts the classified teaching according to the acceptance ability of different professional students, and applies the teaching reform achievements to the talent training scheme.
D. Teaching methods, evaluation model actively explored

The newly built universities should encourage teachers to innovate teaching methods, to carry out teaching method of heuristic, discussion, participatory, situational teaching etc. the dominant position of students learning, the subjects topic of autonomous learning courses chosen by students and teachers, multiple learning models, the training guidance of learning strategies and methods, students' critical thinking and innovative ability promote the development of students' personality. In normal teaching practice, actively promote case teaching, students' practice and students' extra-curricular activity, actively explore the process assessment and paperless examination course evaluation model.

In normal teaching and management, actively promote the network interactive platform of teaching resources through network tools such as WEIYUN, WECHAT and QQ, serve as a mobile network platform for teachers' teaching materials sharing, students' electronic assignments, teacher answering questions. Students need to quickly land by QQ, mobile phone number, any one of net tools.

E. The integration of teaching and research is an important link in promoting teachers' ability

Teaching is the first task of ordinary college, teachers' teaching level determines the teaching effect, scientific research is necessary of the teacher professional development. scientific research is also a teacher professional title of the mandatory requirements. Scientific research can help teachers to improve the depth of teaching, the integration of teaching and research can promote each other. Newly built colleges should strictly grasp classroom teaching quality engineering, pay attention to teachers' scientific research and teaching reform projects, actively play the role of senior professional teacher on help and effect of young teachers, explore the teaching reform and general education effect, set up scientific research team and senior professional research team.

Figure 3. Reform content of general education course

III. CONCLUSIONS

General education curriculum is a good way to self-knowledge for college students and a multi curriculum group for students. it will become general education as an education of modern civilized people through cultivation of students' humanistic quality, pay attention to the harmonious development of students' morality, emotion and reason, emphasize the fusion of knowledge, molding sound personality, make students all-round development. New undergraduate colleges combine general education with the construction of first-class college and first-class professional, according to the continuous improvement of teaching quality to strengthen the connotation construction, in order to help students improve self-cultivation, distinguish right and wrong, learn to be a person, learn to work, play a good foundation through general education courses. In general education courses, by curriculum construction, teaching reform, the second classroom, guide students to active learning, enhance students' spirit of collaboration, develop students' potential, meet the sustainable development of students requirements, to cultivate students' ability and quality in the first place, to cultivate applied talents assume a good foundation.
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